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Bora Da is the new traditionally made Welsh textile designed by Donna Wilson for SCP, it follows 
on from the popular Nos Da collection from the same mill. The new fabric is initially available as 
cushions and throws, in five different colourways. 
 
The Bora Da fabric is made from British wool that is specially spun and dyed in England and 
then woven in Wales by a traditional mill that has been in the same family for over a century. 
Bora Da uses a single ply fine wool, which is both soft and strong. The result is a fine fabric that 
is lighter in nature than its sister fabric Nos Da. Using a time-honoured double cloth weaving 
technique Donna has been able to create a pleasing multi-layered aesthetic, full of character. 
SCP and Donna Wilson are delighted to tap into the rich thread of British textile. Made in the UK.  
 
The double cloth weaving achieves a different pattern on each side of the fabric.

Throw available in Forest, Smartie, Peach, Willow and Pink Slate.

Cushion available in Forest, Smartie, Peach, Willow, Pink Slate, Forest reverse, Smartie reverse, 
Peach reverse, Willow reverse and Pink Slate reverse.

Rectangular cushion W 60 x H 30 cm
Square cushion  W 45 x H 45 cm
Throw   W 150 x H 180 cm

Bora Da Collection 
Donna Wilson & SCP

45 x 45 cushion in Forest 45 x 45 cushion in Peach 45 x 45 cushion in Smartie

45 x 45 cushion in Pink Slate 45 x 45 cushion in Willow
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60 x 30 cushion 
Forest reverse

60 x 30 cushion
Peach reverse

60 x 30 cushion 
Smartie reverse

 Throw in Smartie Throw in Peach Throw in Forest

60 x 30 cushion 
Willow reverse

60 x 30 cushion 
Pink Slate reverse

 Throw in Pink Slate  Throw in Willow


